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FRI., MAR. 17
9:21 A.M.
Collin S. Miller, 19, was arrested for open container 
at the corner of East Wooster Street and Troup 
Avenue. Miller was lodged at the Wood County 
Justice Center.
11:04 A.M.
Shalon L. Stevens, 21, was cited for underage sale 
of alcohol within the 100 block of State Street.
1:42 P.M.
Christine J. Bacurin, 24, was cited for possession 
of marijuana and drug paraphernalia within the 
200 block of South Main Street.
3:01 P.M.
Bridgett T. Cepis, 20, was cited for open container 
at the corner of East Wooster Street and Troup 
Avenue.
3:14 P.M.
Sophia Rivera-De France, 19, was cited for 
underage under the inluence within the 300 
block of East Reed Avenue.
Ted R. Rydquist, 21, was cited for disorderly 
conduct/nuisance party within the 300 block of 
East Reed Avenue.
7:17 P.M.
Eric M. Marson, 19, was cited for disorderly 
conduct/urinating in public and underage under 
the inluence within the 400 block of North 
Prospect Street.
8:26 P.M.
Zandra A. Perry, 20, was cited for possession of 
marijuana and drug paraphernalia at the corner 
of East Wooster Street and Troup Avenue.
9:33 P.M.
Dakota J. Kotlin, 19, was arrested for disorderly 
conduct/unable to care for self, underage under 
the inluence and prohibited acts within the 
2000 block of East Wooster Street. Kotlin was 
lodged at the Wood County Justice Center.
10:50 P.M.
George R. Clemens, 19, was cited for disorderly 
conduct within the 100 block of Troup Avenue.
11:49 P.M.
Anthony A. Roth, 26, was cited for disorderly 
conduct/public urination within the 100 block of 
East Wooster Street.
11:54 P.M.
Markus H. J. Howell, 19, was cited for open 
container and underage possession of alcohol 
at the corner of East Court Street and North 
Enterprise Street.
SAT., MAR. 18
12:11 A.M.
Warner L. Pilgrim, 22, and Jaylin A. Redd, 23, were 
cited for open container in a motor vehicle at the 
corner of South Mercer Road and Burrwood Drive.
1:02 A.M.
Austin T. Rehberg, 21, was arrested for disorderly 
conduct/urinating in public and obstructing 
oicial business within the 100 block of East 
Wooster Street. Rehberg was lodged at the 
Wood County Justice Center.
2:07 A.M.
Nathaniel C. Hagan, 19, was cited for open 
container and underage possession and alcohol 
within the 100 block of North Main Street.
ST. PATTY’S
DAY EDITION
Conference covers the culture of ilm
By Jennifer Verzuh
Pulse Editor
HBO and FX’s shows might not typically 
be considered in an academic context, but 
at the Ray Browne Conference on Cultural 
and Critical Studies this weekend, 
presenters asked their audiences to do 
just that.
In its fourth year at the University, 
the annual conference featured panel 
discussions, workshops, featured 
speakers and a film festival.
This was the second year of the film 
festival, which organizer Eric Browning 
said he started as an opportunity to 
highlight the work undergraduates and 
alumni from the University’s film program 
are doing.
“I just thought we needed something 
that showcased our film community,” he 
said. “I thought it would be a nice way to 
add a visual component to the conference 
that wasn’t really happening.” 
As part of the festival, short films from 
undergraduate students were shown at 
the Gish, as well as shorts and clips from 
alumni currently working in the film 
industry and a feature presentation of 
Sofia Coppola’s “Lost in Translation.”
Undergraduate student Jewel White 
participated in a panel Friday, with 
classmates from her Race, Rrepresentation 
and Culture class, examining the HBO 
original series “Insecure” and what it has 
to say about the black female experience.
White said she believes participating 
in this conference will be beneficial if she 
choses to pursue graduate school.
“I think this will definitely be helpful 
because it’s given me the opportunity 
to learn how to do research… and 
understand what goes into a conference,” 
she said.
White said she believes conferences 
such as this are significant because they 
foster conversations about problems 
minority communities face.
“I think it’s important we start 
addressing these issues,” she said.
According to Bincy Abdul Samad, 
president of the Culture Club, who plans 
the event alongside the Popular Culture 
Studies Association (PCSA), that was 
one of the primary aims of this year’s 
conference. 
“We (tried) to include socially relevant 
issues... (and) create awareness,” Abdul 
Samad said.
This year’s theme was “Intersections of 
Identities: Difference and Coalition in a 
Transnational Context.”
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RENTALS FOR NEXT SCHOOL YEAR 
ARE GOING FAST!
DON’T MISS OUT  
ON THE ONE YOU WANT!
STUDENT  RENTALS
CONDO/V ILLA  RENTALS
PROFESS IONAL  HOUSING RENTALS
NO APPL ICAT ION FEE
RENTALS/VACANCIES  UPDATED DA ILY  ON WEBSITE
FIND US ON FACEBOOK
419.352.5162  
rentals@newloverealty.com 
www.newloverealty.com
REALTY, INC.
R E N T A L  D E P A R T M E N T
Amber Jones
Social Media Editor
The passion for knowledge, social issues 
and justice is no stranger to poet and 
activist, Staceyann Chin. Through her 
powerful, dominant ambiance and choice 
of elevating words, Chin invited listeners 
into her thoughts on activism and 
acknowledging culture.
As part of the University’s Women’s 
History Month “Get in Formation: Women 
of Color & Contemporary Activism,” the 
Women’s Center hosted the keynote event 
“Activism from Where You Are,” led by 
Chin.
“It’s good to share this month with 
you, this month satisfies dealing with 
the gargantuan issue of being a woman,” 
Chin opened with.
During the workshop, Chin engaged 
in conversation with listeners about 
their passions and ideas, views on social 
issues, activism work and finding unique 
pathways to inform, organize and spread 
activism.
“I find that one of the things I struggle 
with, certainly other women and others 
who feel marginalize in some way, is the 
thought of taking up too much space,” 
Chin said. “There’s this notion, especially 
on college campus situations, that we 
have a room and one person is in charge 
and this one person talks and everyone 
kind of listens.”
Chin immediately dismantled this 
concept of taking up too much space by 
commanding space and reading excerpts 
from her memoir “The Other Side of 
Paradise.”
Through these readings, Chin gave 
insight into her younger years and her 
constant thirst for knowledge. She voiced 
her opinions and thoughts on religion as 
well as coming out as a lesbian woman 
in Jamaica under the threat of violence 
looming over anyone who is queer or 
resistant to the societal norms and 
gendered structures in Jamaica.
“Activism from where you are is not 
really what you do, it’s about how you 
think about it, how you decide to act a 
certain way towards a situation or issues 
that arise,” Chin said. “What you decide to 
do and how you do it depends on where 
you are in mindset and life.”
Chin emphasized the power of being 
able to speak out and ask questions 
without being uncomfortable. Chin 
opened the floor for listeners to share 
instances of being activists in their 
personal lives, and to discuss their 
passions and ideas for activist work.
“I voice a lot of my opinions and ideas 
through poetry and spoken word. A lot of 
what I speak on involves issues with race 
and the multiple intersections of people 
of color,” an audience member said.
Others voiced the work that they are 
involved in on campus, which mainly 
centered on the major issue of making 
the University a welcoming campus and 
rallying against white supremacy groups.
Chin pinpointed that one of the best 
ways to do activism from where you are 
is to form a coalition of people who are 
determined to organize effectively for 
a cause and plan a cohesive strategy to 
execute it.
“A lot of what we don’t do on the activist 
forefront is that we kind of don’t get very 
strategic like the other people. We need to 
plan and coordinate more and not have 
just one voice be the voice for everyone,” 
Chin said.
As part of the workshop, Chin had 
participants form groups of five to discuss 
in further detail what members of the 
Bowling Green community can do to 
display activism in the community.
Chin also encouraged everyone to 
exchange numbers in hopes that the 
discussions taken place would go be 
acted on. 
Chin ended the workshop with two 
of her poems, one called “Take Back the 
Night.”
“The process of being an activist is that 
you have to practice it all the time, and 
when I say all the time, I do not mean get 
into the big fights all the time. You always 
need the idea in your head that you want 
to disrupt the dominant narrative. You 
have to get in the habit of doing that, and 
then you have to think strategically,” Chin 
said.
Activist Chin discusses taking up space
PHOTO BY IAN CAMPBELL
Staceyann Chin tells the story of living in Jamaica as a little girl.
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LAUREN FEELY CELEBRATES AFTER SHE CLEARS HER VAULT 
ROUTINE. 
KAYLA ROSE SMILES AS SHE ENDS A SEGMENT 
OF THE FLOOR EXERCISE. ROSE HELD THE 
HIGHEST AVERAGE FOR THE FLOOR ROUTINE 
WITH A 9.950 AMONGST FALCONS.
FRESHMEN JOVANNAH EAST COMPETES 
IN THE FLOOR EXERCISE DURING THE MAC 
TOURNAMENT AT THE STROH CENTER. 
LAURA MITCHELL FLAUNTS TOWARD THE JUDGES 
DURING THE FLOOR EXERCISE.
RANDI MORRIS COMPETES IN THE FLOOR EXERCISE 
PHOTO BY NICK BIERE
KAYLA ROSE HUGS LAURA MITCHELL 
TOWARD THE END OF THE MAC.  
Bowling Green hosted and competed in the Mid-American 
Conference Championship at the Stroh Center over 
the weekend. The Falcons placed second overall in the 
tournament to Eastern Michigan (195.500 – 195.400) out of 
seven teams, while scoring their second-best score in school 
history. Four of the Falcons made the All-Tournament team: 
senior Lauren Feely, freshman Jovannah East, junior India 
McPeak and sophomore Kayla Rose.
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ZARINA CORNELIUS
Sophomore, Ethnic Studies
ANGELICA EUSEARY
Sophomore, Journalism, Ethnic Studies
GRACE FISCHBACH
University Graduate
How are you going to survive 
the rest of the semester?
GENO VELASCO
Freshman, Film Production 
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“St. Bernard, 
because I’m a 
massive dude and 
because ‘Beethoven’ 
was a great movie.”
“A chocolate lab, 
because they are 
loyal, love people, 
super friendly 
(and) have a lot of 
energy.”
“A pitbull. People 
think before they 
approach a pitbull, 
mind their business 
and stay out (of) the 
way.”
“A labrador. People 
love labradors, and 
they’re so fun and I 
would love running 
on the grass freely.”
HOLLY SHIVELY, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
bg  
The Adventures of a College Student:  Work
BY: CHANLER BROWN
Sorry Ben Franklin, but daylight 
savings time should be history
As a month, March is a fairly confusing 
time for people. The weather isn’t really 
consistent, so you never know what to 
wear. It’s a month of transition as Ohio 
tries to decide whether it is winter-cold 
outside or springtime-warm. 
But one of the worst parts of March is 
the evil practice of daylight saving time.
Even though DST happened a week ago, 
it’s still messing with my sleep schedule. 
I don’t know about you, but I’m the type 
of person who needs sleep in order to be 
a functioning member of society. Before 
daylight saving time went into effect last 
Sunday, I’d fall asleep around 12:45 in the 
morning, giving me roughly eight hours 
of sleep. To me, that is the perfect amount 
of sleep. 
But thanks to “springing forward” an 
hour, I feel like I’ve been staying up later 
than normal. And while I enjoy watching 
the majority of Seth Meyers’ late night 
talk show, I miss the days of falling 
asleep during the first commercial break 
after hearing Meyers’ latest takedown of 
President Trump.
So, to find out why America takes part 
in DST, I took to the Internet to find out 
why this is still a thing.
It turns out that Benjamin Franklin 
jokingly said there should be daylight 
saving so people in Paris could use less 
candles. Now, Ben Franklin was a fairly 
inventive and scientific-minded guy. After 
all, he discovered electricity in the clouds, 
invented bifocal glasses and founded the 
first public hospital in America.
While those are all good things, he also 
cursed America with DST. Thanks, Ben 
Franklin.
After a brief search, I found one reason 
that America still has daylight saving time 
is to reduce the amount of incandescent 
lighting used. This makes sense since, 
up until about 10 years ago, lamps used 
incandescent light bulbs. 
But now, in a time where incandescent 
lighting is obsolete (American companies 
stopped manufacturing incandescent 
light bulbs in 2014) and people use 
compact fluorescent lamps and LED 
“Now, Ben Franklin was a fairly 
inventive and scientific-minded 
guy...while those are all good 
things, he also cursed America with 
daylight savings time. Thanks, Ben 
Franklin.  ”
Lauren Fitz
Columnist Continued on Page 6
Lauren Fitz 
Columnist
FORUM
 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: 
Letters are to be fewer than 
300 words. They should be 
in response to current issues 
on campus or in the Bowling 
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS: Guest 
Columns are generally longer 
pieces between 400 and 700 
words. Two submissions per 
month maximum.
POLICIES: Letters to the 
Editor and Guest Columns 
are printed as space on 
the Forum page permits. 
Additional Letters or Guest 
Columns may be published 
online. Name, year and 
phone number should be 
included for verification 
purposes. Personal attacks, 
unverified information or 
anonymous submissions will 
not be printed.
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS: 
Send submissions as an 
attachment to thenews@
bgnews.com with the subject 
line marked “Letter to the 
Editor” or “Guest Column.” 
All submissions are subject to 
review and editing for length 
and clarity before printing. 
SUBMISSION 
POLICY
Finding yourself lost in a 
world that’s hard to navigate
March 21, 2017  |  PAGE 6
Continued from Page 5
The sad, ultimate truth in this day and 
age is that it’s hard to truly let our hair 
down. We’ve become sensitive to the 
world around us and its opinions on how 
we should or shouldn’t behave. We’re 
constantly worried and thinking about 
our next steps. If something doesn’t go 
our way, we tend to over-analyze it and 
freak out. 
We live in a world where people’s lives 
are displayed on social media, everyone 
has an opinion on everything and heck, 
we even still question if the world is round 
(in recent news, Shaq apparently believes 
that basketballs and his bald head are 
the only round things in life, officially 
jumping on the ‘world is flat’ team). 
So how do we escape from all of 
this madness and not worry so much? 
Sometimes, all it takes is a crazy hike in 
the woods to get you thinking differently 
about priorities.
One afternoon, not too long ago, I found 
myself stranded in a forest in Minnesota 
with just my mother, my 86-year-old 
grandmother and myself, after attempting 
to simply have a nice easy hike. First let me 
tell you, for 86 my grandma is a champion. 
So here we are, walking through a dense, 
slightly terrifying, half national forest/
half someone’s private property at the top 
of the state and finding ourselves with no 
service and no idea where to go.
My mom, being the level-headed 
mother that she is, is trying to figure out 
a plan. It’s only been a little under two 
hours, so she’s not panicked yet but knows 
that we need to conjure up something 
before it gets dark, my grandmother 
burns out and is no longer able to walk, 
and/or a bear finds us.
Hour three. It’s slowly beginning to get 
dark. Still no cell reception and no sign of 
us finding our way out. My grandmother 
is becoming distracted by every flower 
she sees, my mom is walking a few feet 
ahead of us, determined to get us out of 
this small, off-the-beaten-path trail that 
we’ve somehow winded up on, and I am 
just taking it all in. 
And in that moment - that strange, 
scary moment when I should’ve been 
freaking out, I found myself completely 
relaxed and not caring at all. In fact, after 
around the third hour of being lost in the 
woods, we all stopped caring. 
Hour four. At every colorful, mysterious 
flower or tree, we stopped and talked 
about its beauty. We found an eagle’s nest 
and watched them feed their babies. We 
found a small pond packed with wildlife 
that had been completely untouched by 
any human. In that moment, I felt more 
free than I ever had. I felt like I had finally 
stopped thinking about the million little 
things I constantly worry about and just 
surrendered to the experience instead of 
letting it break me. 
And eventually, hours later, we found 
our way out. 
So I guess more than anything this story 
is much needed advice to myself. When 
lost, and I mean really lost, whether it’s in 
a deep forest in Minnesota, in a book, in 
a major life decision, in a crisis… let your 
hair down. Embrace the sticky situation 
you are in and see the beauty within it. It 
sure makes for a hell of an experience. 
Reply to Sarah at
thenews@bgnews.com
Sarah Smith
Forum Editor
“And in that moment - that 
strange, scary moment when 
I should’ve been freaking out, 
I found myself completely 
relaxed and not caring at all. 
In fact, after the third hour of 
being lost in the woods, we all 
stopped caring.”
Sarah Smith
Forum Editor 
“...whether it’s in a deep forest 
in Minnesota, in a book, in a 
major life decision, in a crisis...
let your hair down. Embrace 
the sticky situation you are in 
and see the beauty within it. 
It sure makes for a hell of an 
experience.”
Sarah Smith
Forum Editor 
lights instead, the main reason that DST 
existed in America seems to be invalid.
Proponents of daylight saving time 
say it saves energy in America, but 
there’s inconclusive data about the 
amount of energy saved and, if there’s 
any energy that is saved at all, it’s not a 
lot. Opponents of DST also say that the 
changing of the clocks is socially and 
economically disruptive to people’s lives.
So, in this time of divide in America, 
can we at least come together and agree 
that daylight saving time is the worst?
Reply to Lauren at
thenews@bgnews.com
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RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL
MARCH MADNESS!
1045 N. Main St. 7B, Bowling Green OH 
419.353.5800 / www.meccabg.com
Starting March 1, 2017
We have a selection of 3 bedroom homes  
that are available with a discount.
Stop by the Mecca Ofice and check them out!
CHECK US OUT ON FACEBOOK AND YOUTUBE
473 S. Summit St 
419-806-4855
summitterracebg.com
BG’s ONLY 
Non-Smoking 
Community 
That Caters to
Students!
APRIL DEPOSIT 
– S P E C I A L –
Turn in your application 
before the end of April  
and get $100 off  
your security deposit!
 FREE! FREE! FREE!
Gas heat and Gas cooking
Water (hot and cold)
High Speed Internet
Basic & Standard Cable 
Shuttle Service to campus 
Swimming Pool
By Courtney Brown
Reporter
The Alumni Laureate Scholars (ALS) 
program, a prestigious scholarship for 
incoming freshmen, has some changes 
coming its way next year.
Funded by alumni, the scholarship 
is life-changing for freshmen who 
qualify. The ALS program grants the 
selected students with a free ride to the 
University—that’s four years completely 
paid.
The scholarship has been under 
the control of the alumni’s University 
Advancement for 14 years, but next 
year they’re partnering with the Honors 
College to make some changes to it.
“We made it clear that it’s not going 
away…it’s a partnership,” Rebecca 
Kocher, associate vice president for 
Alumni Relations, Annual Giving, and 
Development Operations, said. “A lot of 
people were involved.”
Since incoming students have to apply 
to the Honors College as part of the 
program’s requirements, partnering with 
the Honors College seemed to be a natural 
progression, Kocher said.
Some students currently in the ALS 
program expressed concerns initially, 
because they were uncertain how the 
changes would affect them.
“Our scholarship coordinator has left 
the University, and we now are having 
some of the Honors 
College faculty take 
over and run our 
meetings,” Cameron 
Friedman, a student 
currently in the ALS 
program, said. “It’s 
not too impactful as 
of yet, but for next 
year it’ll definitely be 
an adjustment.”
Honors College 
Dean Simon 
Morgan-Russell said 
the program wasn’t 
changing significantly.
“The terms and conditions of the 
scholarship aren’t changing. It can’t 
change without the donors’ permission,” 
Morgan-Russell said.
The changes, which will mostly be 
events and activities required by the 
Honors College, will impact the four or 
five incoming freshmen the most. Their 
experiences may be different, but the 
program will be just as impactful, he said.
They’re thinking about “what needs 
to be preserved and what needs to be 
combined” with other student groups, 
Morgan-Russell said.
Overall, the 
biggest change 
next year for ALS 
recipients will be 
that they’ll no longer 
have the same 
Alumni advisor, 
Kelly Lawrie, 
helping them 
through the process. 
Lawrie had been 
with the scholarship 
from the start, and 
she had significantly 
contributed to the 
program’s culture.
“(She) was a signature component 
of their experience,” Morgan-Russell 
said. Now that she’s no longer with the 
University, he said current students will 
feel the loss the most. New, incoming 
students, however, never knew Lawrie, so 
they will not be impacted as much.
“It’s a growing pain,” Kocher said. “I 
know we’ll get through it.”
Scholarship shit causes concern 
“We made it clear that 
it’s not going away… it’s 
a partnership.... A lot of 
people were involved.”
Rebecca Kocher
Associate Vice President
A STEP-BY-STEP  GUIDE TO FALCON FUNDED
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Question: Other than m-o-m and d-a-d,  
what 3 letters will also pay for college?
Answer: UPS
Earn $5,250.00/year for 
college education assistance
Further compensation includes:
• $10.20-$11.00/hour
• Excellent Benefits (Medical/Dental/Vision/Life & 401K)
• Paid Vacations 
• Weekends & Holidays Off 
• Weekly Paycheck - Direct Deposit Available
• Advanced Opportunities
• Additional Opportunities for extra work - UPS/DOT Guidelines apply
Currently hiring for:
Variety of shifts
Apply online at:
www.upsjobs.com
 Get as much as 
$25,000* in College 
Education Assistance!
($5,250.00/year; 
$2,625.00/semester)
*Program guidelines apply. 
UPS is an equal opportunity employer - 
race/color/religion/sex/sexual orientation/
gender identity/national origin/veteran disability
• Individual Leases
• Unfurnished & Furnished Apts
• 4 Bedroom & 4 Bathroom Units
• Upgraded High Speed Internet
At last, this is what you’ve been looking for!
Everything you need. All right here!
  
 Amazing Pool • Spacious Gym • Best Amenities
912 Klotz Rd.  •  419.353.4316  •  falconspointe.com
Best of
BG
Best of BG 
for Of-Campus Housing  
2014-2015
• New Private Shuttle
• Spacious Fitness Center
• Free Printing in Private Computer Lab
• Sand Volleyball & Basketball Courts
Many more amenities! Stop in today to reserve your spot!
By Kari Toncre
Reporter
1. If interested in Falcon Funded, students can apply by illing out an 
application. The application will ask about the project, why it needs funding, 
which people within the organization are in charge of running the fundraiser, 
the fundraising plan and what the money will be used for. 
2. The application will be reviewed by the Falcon Funded committee to make 
sure it matches the goals of the University.  
3. Once the application is accepted and approved, planning for the fundraiser 
will begin. Students will gain access to the crowdfunding site and ilm a video 
explaining their project and the purpose of the fundraiser. 
4. They will also obtain a list of approved donors and alumni whom they will 
email for donations. This is the “Quiet Phase” and lasts about four to six weeks 
before the fundraiser starts.  
5. Once all of the preparations are in place, the actual fundraiser begins 
“Active Phase.” Students will email everyone on the list of alumni and donors. 
6. A second round of emails will be sent to people who have not donated yet. 
Update videos about the fundraising goal will be posted throughout this phase, 
which lasts 30 days. 
Falcon 
Funded raised 
$190,470 
throughout all 
organizations 
and 
departments 
who used 
this program 
in 2016. 
So far in 
2017, Falcon 
Funded raised 
$18,650. 
The 
University’s 
volleyball 
team raised 
$65,321 
for their 
European 
Tour. 
Medlife 
raised 
$2,650 for 
a mobile 
clinic.  
Falcon Funded is a program 
that students, faculty and 
staf can take advantage of to 
help raise money to support 
their organizations at no cost.
According to the University 
website, crowd-funding is a 
relatively new fundraising tool 
designed to fund a project 
or venture through raising 
smaller amounts of money 
from a large number of people, 
typically via the Internet.
“This is a better way to ask 
alumni for their donation 
because it is personable and it 
connects alumni with people 
who have similar passions,” 
graduate student and liaison 
of student organizations 
and Falcon Funded, Morgan 
Trussel, said.
STUDENTS PROFIT 
FROM ALUMNI 
DONATIONS
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By Claire Morrow
Pulse Reporter
A tale as old as time returns to theaters 
world-wide with Bill Condon’s live-
action “Beauty and the Beast.” As the 
third installment in Disney’s live action 
adaptation venture, this recreation of 
the 1991 classic was one of the year’s 
most highly anticipated films.
To add to expectations, lead actors 
Emma Watson (Belle) and Dan Stevens 
(Beast/Prince) were joined by a myriad 
of noteworthy names like Ewan 
McGregor (Lumiere), Ian McKellen 
(Cogsworth), Emma Thompson (Mrs. 
Potts) and Stanley Tucci (Cadenza). 
With the exception of Belle and the 
Beast, the rest of the characters are the 
house staff who have been transformed 
into enchanted knick-knacks. However, 
because most of the characters are 
CGI produced, the majority of this 
star-studded cast does not make a 
substantial appearance until the end. 
High quality CGI work is again 
presented as the audience is introduced 
to the lavishly decorated castle, which 
was almost amusingly excessive. As the 
camera pans over 
countless sculptures 
and gold inlays, the 
fortress proves a 
solid contrast to the 
provincial village 
which Belle calls 
home. 
The new film stays 
mostly true to the 
Disney classic while 
going more in depth 
into the pasts of both 
Belle and the Beast. 
These additions clear 
up some confusion 
about characters the 
original neglected, such as the death 
of Belle’s mother and the fate of the 
parents of the young prince who would 
become the Beast. 
Despite the film bringing in an 
astounding $170 million dollars during 
its opening weekend, the revamped 
classic has prompted mixed feedback. 
With the original animated film 
encapsulating an early example of a 
strong female lead, there was a sense 
that the modern 
version had even 
bigger shoes to fill. 
In spite of those 
expectations, the 
character of Belle 
stayed relatively 
similar to the 1991 
version. Condon’s 
production kept 
her as vibrant and 
stubborn as ever and 
really allowed for her 
unique qualities to 
shine. 
That being said, 
Condon may have 
tried to fit too many progressive issues 
into a single movie. Besides having 
Belle as a strong female lead, the movie 
also attempts to address various other 
issues and elements that lead to its 
substantial 129 minute runtime. 
One of the issues which sparked 
controversy was the introduction 
of a gay character to the traditional 
script. Many felt that Condon’s claim 
of a “nice, exclusively gay moment in a 
Disney movie,” was far from hitting its 
mark.  
The “moment” promised is indeed 
just a one-second shot of sidekick 
character LeFou being thrown into 
the arms of an anonymous extra who 
is coincidentally dressed as a woman 
from an early quip.
The shot has been boiled down to 
a grasp at inclusivity and not much 
more. However, it was enough to have 
the film removed from an Alabama 
theater and banned by the entirety of 
Malaysia. Disney refused to cut the 
scene to please their more conservative 
markets. This was viewed as perhaps 
just another PR opportunity by some, 
and admirable to others.
Regardless of positive or negative 
reactions, the box office numbers don’t 
lie. Audiences flocked to relive their 
childhood fairytale, and even if this 
film did not exceed all expectations, 
the story and the characters still strike 
a chord in the hearts of many. 
New “Beauty and the Beast” charms
PHOTO PROVIDED
“The new film stays 
mostly true to the 
Disney classic while 
going more in depth 
into the pasts of Belle 
and the Beast.”
Claire Morrow
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“Big Little Lies” hits hard in details
EP teases Charli XCX’s potential
By Samantha Sharp 
Pulse Reporter
If puberty were an album, Charli XCX’s latest 
EP would be the sexy girl you meet at your high 
school reunion. 
“Number 1 Angel” oozes glamour and 
sophistication over tracks fit for a party queen.
Last year Charli worked with PC music 
producer SOPHIE on a small, but feisty EP that 
flipped her romcom soundtrack style into 3 
a.m. club staples. 
This time around she brought PC giants 
Danny L. Harle and A.G. Cook into the fold. 
Her first big commercial success came from 
an innocent song featured in “The Fault In Our 
Stars” soundtrack, which followed her bubble 
gum pop sophomore release, “Sucker.”
From spring 2016 to now, Charli’s sound has 
been anything but innocent and docile. 
This album is a small taste of the real Charli, 
the one you would kiss the bathroom mirror in 
a bar with.
“It’s 3 a.m. and you are callin’ / Go f*** 
yourself, don’t say you’re sorry / Can’t believe 
I used to want this,” She sings on “3 AM (Pull 
Up).” While these lyrics aren’t going to be 
featured on any PG movies anytime soon, they 
do serve a purpose. 
They are a reflection of bad decisions and 
growth of a young girl trying to make the most 
out of her 20s. 
Charli knows her audience and she knows 
that they want to hear songs that they can 
dance and relate to. This is a good effort, but 
this album could have used more emotional 
meat. 
She pours herself into the songs, but it’s 
more of a shot of her potential not a full flask.
From a quick glance on her social media 
profiles, it’s obvious she appears to live the life 
she sings about (and does it well!). A day in the 
life of this pop star is boozy parties, in your face 
fashion and glitter grunge realness. 
As a young female myself, I would be lying 
if I didn’t say her life looks like a Hollywood 
fantasy I dream about living in.
The dazzling production is what stands out 
or rather shines in your face like a fog light. 
Sure she has pipes and her voice sounds like 
butter melting on pancakes most of the time, 
but the production is what defines her sound 
transformation. 
The crystal clean synths are not anything 
new or revolutionary, but paired with her 
hybrid style of pop and R&B they shine. 
Her glittering vocals are set apart and 
enhanced by guest verses from Starrah, Raye, 
Uffie, MØ, ABRA and cupcakKe. 
Without their contributions, which range 
from daddy issues to rich girl independence, 
the overall aesthetic of glam girl power would 
feel like a reach for the artist herself.
Her third full studio album is set to launch 
sometime this year and she is scheduled to 
appear at large scale festivals this summer such 
as the Hangout Music Festival in Alabama. 
It’s hard to tell if the album will follow in the 
footsteps of this EP, but either way it will strike 
a chord with twenty-somethings looking for a 
beat to forget the loser they wasted their best 
Friday nights with.
By Jennifer Verzuh
Pulse Editor
“Big Little Lies” begins with a murder. But the 
show is a far cry from a crime show or standard 
murder mystery. Similarly to “The Affair” and 
“True Detective,” the series premiere features a 
death and police interviews before backtracking 
to the events leading up to the mysterious death. 
We know someone’s been killed but don’t know 
who the victim or the perpetrator is. This should 
feel at least a tad reductive in format, we’ve seen 
this plot device before. Yet in “Big Little Lies” 
the murder, which in other shows would be the 
driving force, somehow takes a backseat, and 
that’s exactly what makes it so good. 
A-listers Reese Witherspoon, Nicole Kidman, 
Shailene Woodley, Laura Dern, and Zoe Kravitz 
star in this HBO miniseries, giving award-wothy 
performances as mothers of first-graders in the 
California coastal city of Monterey. Each women 
is fully fledged and complex in a way audiences 
don’t see nearly enough. They’re imperfect, 
simultaneously strong and fragile, and capable 
of both intense anger and love. In addition to 
the murder that sparks the series, show tackles 
difficult and important storylines as sexual 
assault and spousal abuse, and does so quite 
well. However, the show also balances these 
huge topics with small moments masterfully 
and in a way few others have.
This is a show that focuses in (almost 
obsessively so) on the little, mundane details of 
familial life, fierce love, and occasional pettiness 
of these women. We learn about their daughters’ 
taste in music, their desire to go back to work, 
and their sex lives (satisfying or unsatisfying). 
Just as much gravity is given to the risk of a little 
girl’s birthday party being ruined thanks to the 
feud brewing between Dern and Witherspoon 
as anything else on the show. The show’s tone 
is hard to decipher as  it veers between black 
comedy at times and intense drama, but it never 
feels wrong. It feels authentic. 
Watching the series I find myself just as 
intrigued and curious about the murder as 
whether or not Woodley’s character’s son Ziggy is 
bullying Dern’s daughter Annabella. And despite 
one’s better judgement, you can’t help but be 
fully invested in the future of the community 
theatre production of “Avenue Q” Witherspoon’s 
Madeline is planning. It’s these tiny details, not 
necessarily major plot points by any means, that 
make the show so watchable. These, not a flashy 
murder mystery, make the characters seem real 
and worth rooting for.
PHOTO PROVIDED
PHOTO PROVIDED
“This is a show that 
focuses in on the 
little mundane detials 
of familial life, and 
the fierce love and, 
occasional pettiness, of 
these women.” 
Jennifer Verzuh
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Greenbriar Inc.
CLOSE
TO CAMPUS
B E S T  S E L E C T I O N  O F 
Houses & Apartments
           Heinz Apts                       334 N Main                  Frazee Avenue Apts          425 E Court Street
      Bentwood Estates                   501 Pike                    Campbell Hill Apts             Historic Millikin
Greenbriar Inc. | 445 E. Wooster
www.greenbriarrentals.com
Now Leasing for  
Fall 2017
Call for 
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419-352-0717 Best of
BG
BEST OF BG  
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Voted Best Landlord
FREE INTERNET
FREE TANNING 
 PRIVATE SHUTTLE 
24 HR COMPUTER LAB
 24 HR FITNESS CENTER 
INDIVIDUAL LEASES  
FURNISHED UNITS 
WASHER/DRYER
 SAND VOLLEYBALL COURT 
BASKETBALL COURT
 ENDLESS RESIDENT EVENTS
BGSU HOUSING LIMITED
Come take a TourThe Edge BG @TheEdgeBG
RESERVE YOURS NOW BEFORE  IT’S TOO LATE!
ONLY 3 SPOTS LEFT!
WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
HURRY IN! RESERVE NOW!
706 Napoleon Rd. (419)353-5100
bghousing.com
BEST  
OFF-CAMPUS  
HOUSING  
– 2015-2016–
Best of
BG
visit us online @ 
Our Views
Your Views
BGSU 
and 
Bowling Green
.comFALCONMEDIA
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Hockey falls in championship game
Falcon Fans look on as the Bowling Green Hockey team competes in the WCHA Championship game against Michigan Tech in the Union Theater. PHOTO BY  ISAIAH VAZQUEZ
Upcoming
TUESDAY, MAR. 21
Baseball:
Vs. Dayton  | 4pm
FRIDAY, MAR. 24
Sotball:
Vs. CMU | 3pm
SATURDAY, MAR. 25
Baseball
Vs. EMU. | 3pm
Final RECORD PCT CONF
21-18-2 .518 14-13-1
By Zane Miller
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcons hockey team fell to 
the Michigan Tech Huskies in the 
Western Collegiate Hockey Association 
Championship game 3-2 on Saturday 
night in double overtime. The loss ended 
the Falcons’ seven game winning streak, 
going back to Feb. 11.
“I thought we played hard,” Falcons 
Head Coach Chris Bergeron said. “I 
really thought that, from a scoreboard 
perspective, it didn’t go the way we 
wanted. I didn’t think we played too bad, 
we just sort of fell on the wrong side of too 
many plays.”
Saturday’s game went scoreless through 
the first period until Michigan Tech got 
on the board in the second period with 
a goal at the 4:53 mark. Michigan Tech 
then doubled their advantage at 12:25 to 
make it a 2-0 lead, which they held until 
the end of the period. In the third period, 
the Falcons cut the lead in half with 
sophomore forward Joe McKeown scoring 
at 6:36. Just 24 seconds later, the team tied 
it up as senior forward Matt Pohlkamp 
got the equalizer. The teams remained 
tied through the end of the third period, 
resulting in the game going into overtime. 
In the first overtime period, both 
teams went scoreless despite scoring 
opportunities coming from both sides. 
The second overtime moved into four on 
four a side action, where Michigan Tech 
scored the game winning goal at the 6:35 
mark to take the WCHA championship.
“Michigan Tech defended hard, which 
is what they always do,” Bergeron said. 
“I thought we got off to a decent start, 
which is what we envisioned as far as 
not getting behind at the start, because 
we knew we were going to have a good 
hard push right away… We couldn’t get 
a whole lot generated, but I think that’s 
as much because of what they were 
doing defensively as it was what we were 
doing, or not doing, from an offensive 
perspective.”
The team felt they were able to make 
the comeback in the third because of 
their determination.
“We stuck with it,” Bergeron said. 
“Obviously the second period didn’t go 
the way we wanted… (in the third) the 
guys made the decision that it wasn’t 
going to end this way and they were just 
going to keep playing and that’s what they 
did.”
The team also felt the senior leadership 
on the team was the biggest part of the 
playoff run and winning streak.
“I’m proud of our seniors and our 
leadership for basically turning our 
team around from a consistency basis,” 
Bergeron said. “We were much more 
consistent the second half of the year, in 
particular the last six or seven weeks.”
The team’s 2017-2018 season will likely 
begin around October.
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Baseball swept in home opener
1. Gonzaga
4. West Virginia
3. Oregon
7. Michigan
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By Zane Miller
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcons baseball team was swept 
by the Niagara Purple Eagles in a 
doubleheader on Sunday, losing in 
the first game 3-1 before in falling in 
the second game 3-2. The series was 
originally scheduled as a three game 
weekend series, however inclement 
weather forced the series to play only 
two games.
“(Our offense) was nonexistent,” 
Falcons Head Coach Danny Schmitz 
said. “It didn’t show up today. We talked 
with the team earlier in the week about 
how the last couple of weeks we’ve had 
two phases, but usually we have one 
phase that doesn’t click and instead of 
being somewhat average it’s well below 
average and that was today.”
The first game of the doubleheader 
started off strong for the Falcons, as 
sophomore outfielder Blake Jenkins 
drew a bases loaded walk in the first 
inning to give the Falcons an early 1-0 
lead. However, the team was unable 
to capitalize further and neither team 
scored until the third inning, when 
Niagara tied the game on an RBI 
sacrifice fly. Niagara took the lead in the 
fourth on an RBI groundout, then put 
up an insurance run in the fifth with an 
RBI single. The Falcons were unable to 
make a comeback, as Niagara took the 
3-1 victory.
“I thought the guys started off with 
a lot of energy,” Schmitz said. “As soon 
as Niagara took the lead I thought the 
energy kind of dropped, I told them that 
if you want people to stay in the stands, 
you’ve got to flat out get after it first 
pitch to last pitch.”
In the second game, Niagara jumped 
out to an early lead on an RBI double 
in the first inning, however, like the 
first game, the Falcons were able to 
manufacture a run in the bottom of the 
first, this time courtesy of sophomore 
catcher Joe McGuinness to make it a 
1-1 game. However, Niagara responded 
in the third with an RBI single. Neither 
team put up any more runs until 
Niagara doubled the advantage with 
an RBI sacrifice fly in the seventh. The 
Falcons looked to have a rally going 
in the bottom of the seventh as senior 
infielder Nick Glanzman cut the lead 
in half on a bases loaded hit by pitch, 
however the team was unable to score 
any more runs after that as Niagara took 
the 3-2 win.
“We’ve got to make contact and have 
quality at-bats,” Schmitz said. “We need 
to get down through the baseball, line 
drives, hard ground balls, that’s when 
you give yourself an opportunity. If 
you hit the ball in the air or strike out, 
you don’t give yourself any opportunity 
at all, so we really need to get tougher 
mentally and have a better approach.”
“I thought Tyler really battled today,” 
Schmitz said. “I’m not sure that he 
had his best stuff today, but I thought 
he really battled, he grinded and kept 
attacking. I thought Zac was really, really 
good today. He really threw extremely 
well and both guys deserved better than 
what they got in regards to getting a 
loss, they pitched well enough to win.”
The team will play on the road next 
Tuesday afternoon against the Dayton 
Flyers.
Kentucky
UCLA 40, KENT 50
Michigan
OREG 40, MICH 50
Kansas
KANS 50, PURD 40
Gonzaga
GONZ 50, WVU 40
Butler
UNC 40, BUTL 50
I...
UCLA 50, KENT 40
Don’t...
OREG 50, MICH 40
About...
KANS 40, PURD 50
Basketball!
GONZ 40, WVU 50
Know...
UNC 50, BUTL 40
Buzzer beater. Lonzo. 
Ball.
UCLA 93, KENT 92
Unfortunately, I have 
faith in Michigan.
OREG81, MICH 83
Kansas, I guess.
KANS 80, PURD 68
Gon-Za-Ga or Gon- 
Zag- a?
GONZ 72, WVU 68
The Bulldogs are cool.
UNC 66, BUTL 68
I feel like this isn’t even a 
comparison.
UCLA 70, KENT 40
I’ll bet against Michigan 
no matter what.
OREG 60, MICH 19
I don’t think we’re in 
Kansas anymore. 
KANS 30, PURD 59
Just cause the name is 
awesome.
GONZ 72, WVU 30
I was advised this was 
a solid choice. 
UNC 68, BUTL 48
Kentucky’s on a 
13-game win streak.
UCLA 73, KENT 78
Michigan’s had a good 
streak.
OREG 68, MICH 72
Kansas played well 
earlier this year.
KANS 85, PURD 81
My grandma’s from 
West Virginia.
GONZ 68, WVU 63
Butler’s made it to the 
finals a few times.
UNC 61, BUTL 62
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Dayton | Eaton | Englewood | Huber Heights | Mason | Online
Summer@SINCLAIR
Get Ahead. Catch Up. 
WWW.SINCLAIR.EDU/SUMMER
Make the most of your summer: take classes at Sinclair Community College. Check out available 
courses and ask your advisor how Sinclair courses can transfer back to Bowling Green State 
University. Take 4-week, 8-week or 12-week classes at one of our convenient locations or online.
LEARN MORE WWW.SINCLAIR.EDU/SUMMER
Summer Registration Begins March 27
Visit www.sinclair.edu/dates for a complete list of all Summer 2017 term dates.
By Shelby Spencer
Reporter
Founder of We Are One Team (WA1T) 
Yannick Kluch gave a presentation 
yesterday regarding social injustice.
The material was presented to the 
Department of Recreation and Wellness 
in Olscamp Hall. 
The presentation focused around social 
injustice and how it surrounds athletics. 
Kluch showed several examples 
explaining why white males are the most 
privileged group in sports and in general. 
He explained that females face more 
stereotypes in sports and are generally 
expected to fit into a specific mold. 
Kluch showed the room an ad called 
“Like a Girl” where two groups of females 
were asked a series of questions. The 
women were asked their opinions on 
what it looks like to hit like a girl, run like 
a girl, throw like a girl, etc. 
The first group was young adults, 
all of whom had some sort of negative 
description to offer when picturing girls 
performing the 
various actions.
H o w e v e r , 
when the same 
questions were 
asked to girls 
who were about 
10 years old, 
the responses 
were completely 
different. 
When children 
were asked what 
it was like to be 
“like a girl,” they 
were excited to do 
those actions to 
the best of their 
ability. 
The message 
was that girls 
around age 12 
go through a phase that can make them 
have a negative connotation to the phrase 
“like a girl” because it is typically used as 
an insult. 
Kluch said we should flip the phrase 
into a positive 
rather than a 
negative, because 
there is nothing 
wrong with being 
a girl. 
A section of 
the presentation 
focused on gender 
and sports in 
society. 
Kluch showed 
images that had 
been published in 
ESPN Magazine’s 
Body Issue. 
The men in the 
photos were all 
clearly posed in a 
way that related 
to the sports that 
they play, however 
the female athletes were often over-
sexualized, and it was difficult to know 
what sport they played at all. 
One audience member commented that 
female careers are often unrecognized. 
“If I worked hard enough to be in a 
magazine, I would want the ‘why’ to be 
obvious,” she said. 
Kluch pointed out some ways that 
students can help fight social injustice. 
He said that we have to have a critical 
consciousness about our society and 
identify inequality. 
Kluch also said that it is important to 
try to push past binaries. 
“We all have a bit of masculine and 
feminine qualities,” he said. “You don’t 
have to be just one or the other.”
He also said that it is important to share 
alternative narratives and follow the 
leadership of the oppressed.    
Kluch said that the people who have 
faced struggles are the ones who have the 
important stories to tell. 
He also mentioned that it is important 
to be an ally and stand up for the people 
who don’t look like you. 
Dorthy Stromdahl said that Kluch did a 
good job of driving home the point. 
“He just really brings to light issues and 
inequalities that we face,” she said. “It just 
shows how far we still have to go.”
Gender and race are basis of sports bias
PHOTO BY IAN CAMPBELL
Yannick Kluch led a discussion on ESPN’s portrayal of 
women and men in sports photographs.
The next city 
council meeting?
When: April 3 – 7:00 pm
Where: City Administrative 
Services Building at 304 North 
Church Street
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THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3 x 3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9. There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve
City council postpones welcome
Hannah Finnerty
City Editor
A resolution proclaiming Bowling 
Green as a welcoming, safe and 
inclusive community was tabled 
for revision after community voices 
encouraged inclusivity in the 
document’s wording.
Councilmember Daniel Gordon said 
the original focus of the resolution 
was the immigrant community in 
Bowling Green; however, a revision of 
the resolution will potentially include 
statements about LGBTQIA individuals 
as well as people with disabilities.
Gwen Andrix, Bowling Green 
resident and transgender woman, 
said including language about gender 
identity, gender expression and 
sexual orientation is important for 
the continued support and safety of 
the LBGTQIA community in Bowling 
Green.
“Through repeated integration 
of us (LGBTQIA community) being 
a protected class, it will eventually 
become a mindset. Not everybody has 
that mindset yet,” Andrix said.
Dr. Carmen Oemig Dworsky, 
University alumna, encouraged council 
to include language on people with 
disabilities. She was encouraged that 
council decided to revise the resolution 
and flesh out the marginalized groups 
included in the resolution.
“The people who brought this 
resolution forward found it so 
important to be wholly inclusive that 
they are willing to delay something 
that many wanted and needed to see 
happen tonight,” Dworsky said. “They 
are willing to delay that gratification to 
make sure that everyone is included, 
and that’s amazing.”
The resolution was crafted with 
assistance from the Bowling Green 
Human Relations Commission as well 
as Beatriz Maya, managing director of 
La Conexión.
www.bgfalconmedia.com
Visit us  
online at:
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Your Campus Connection 
B O W L I N G  G R E E N  S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y
T O  A D V E R T I S E  C A L L  4 1 9 - 3 7 2 - 2 6 0 6
By Keefe Watson
Campus Editor
The topic of a sanctuary campus has arisen 
once again with the introduction of a resolution 
to the floor of the Undergraduate Student 
Government.
“A Resolution formally supporting 
International Students, Sanctuary Campus, 
DACA, and BRIDGE Act,” reads Senate 
Resolution 2016/2017-07. “It is expected that 
Bowling Green State University support all of its 
students in their pursuits of an education.”
Diversity Affairs Senator Bryce Davis 
introduced the resolution. Davis, also the 
president of the University’s NAACP chapter, 
has introduced multiple USG resolutions in line 
with his title, including a diversity statement 
resolution passed in October.  
When asked by a fellow USG member, Davis 
defined sanctuary campus as the University not 
releasing “information to the federal government 
about the status of the documentation of 
students...protecting any possible student 
from being deported or harassed by ICE or any 
other…agency.” 
The resolution further reads that USG 
“supports all International Students around the 
nation” and “encourages President Mazey to 
rethink making Bowling Green State University a 
‘Sanctuary Campus.’” 
Concerns raised by USG members about the 
resolution included a loss of federal funding 
if the University were to adopt the sanctuary 
campus title. 
Davis recognized President Donald Trump’s 
talk of defunding university identifying as a 
sanctuary campus, but according to Davis, 
Trump as shown no follow up to that defunding. 
“There have been plenty of campuses around 
the nation who have taken on the sanctuary title, 
and he has done absolutely nothing about it at 
this time,” Davis said. 
These threats of a loss of funding, Davis 
believes, are only perceived and not actual 
threats. 
“…There currently are no actual, excluding 
perceived, hindrances to the operations of 
Bowling Green State University,” Davis read 
from the proposed resolution in regards to 
the University taking on the title of sanctuary 
campus. 
The topic of sanctuary campus first arose at 
the University in November with the creation 
of a petition directed toward the University’s 
president and administration. 
Since then, the Graduate Student Senate 
and the Faculty Senate have both passed 
resolutions supporting the creation protections 
for international students. 
Faculty Senate passed its resolution in 
response to Trump’s January travel restriction 
executive action and instead used the name 
“welcoming campus” to appeal to the possibility 
of funding being revoked from sanctuary 
campuses. 
Davis’ USG resolution, introduced Monday 
night, was tabled and will be voted on during 
next week’s Monday night meeting. 
Also and separately on Monday night, Davis 
introduced Senate Resolution 2016/2017-08. 
This resolution aims to decrease the size of 
the USG body in hopes of increasing USG’s 
productivity.
Currently USG has 48 senator positions. These 
include at-large, off-campus, residence hall, 
college, diversity, Greek, athletics, international 
and non-tradition senator positions.   
“The Undergraduate Student Government 
has had difficulty recruiting 48 senators; and…
with the 48 senators, the Undergraduate Student 
Government has difficulty being productive and 
use time efficiently due to 48 senators,” Davis’ 
proposed resolution reads. 
Davis’ solution, as it outlines, is to reduce 
the total number of senators from 48 to 
37 by decreasing off-campus and at-large 
representation to five seats each. 
This resolution will also be voted on during 
next week’s meeting. 
In addition at USG’s meeting, University CFO 
Sheri Stoll presented an update regarding the 
University’s budget and finances. 
Stoll broke down the budget, which allowed 
USG members to better understand for what 
tuition and general fees are used. 
According to Stoll, there will be a tuition freeze 
again for fiscal year 2018 and 2019 if the Ohio 
Senate and House do not amend that portion 
the Governor’s proposed budget. 
Lastly, Stoll identified the capital 
improvements currently being performed at 
the University and improvements for the near 
future. 
These improvements include the completion 
of University and Moseley Halls for July, 2017, 
the demolition of Family and Consumer 
Sciences and West Hall this coming summer, the 
overhaul of the University’s electrical systems 
to be performed this summer and the recent 
beginning of the planning stage for Hanna Hall’s 
renovation into the new business building.
Sanctuary campus discussed at USG
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By Holly Shively
Editor-in-Chief 
University administration will be 
looking to students, faculty, staff and 
members of the community for input 
about the fate of the land currently 
housing the Forrest Creason Golf 
Course. The course will close at the 
end of the 2017 season, according 
to a University press release issued 
Wednesday morning.
“This is not a decision we took lightly,” 
University spokesman Dave Kielmeyer said. 
“We hired a consultant, developed a study 
and closely reviewed our options. Even with 
significant investments to make the course 
more competitive, it is unlikely that Forrest 
Creason could be a break-even operation. In 
today’s higher education environment, we 
simply can’t ask our students to continue to 
subsidize the golf course.”
The course has suffered an irreversible 
decade of declining revenues and a 
mounting operating deficit, following the 
northwest Ohio golf market and national 
trends, the release said. Golf’s popularity 
is declining nationally, particularly among 
college-age millennials.
Undergraduate Student Government 
senator Joseph Tansey said there is no intent 
currently for USG to draft a resolution, and 
he personally doesn’t have reason to view 
the decision to close the course as a conflict 
with student needs or priorities. 
“It would be nice if the space could be 
repurposed in a fun way for something like 
Frisbee golf or foot golf, but both of these 
ideas are ones which I don’t have anywhere 
near enough data or thoughts from 
constituents on to push for,” Tansey said.
Tansey welcomes all students who 
feel strongly about any issue to come to 
visit the USG office on the fourth floor of 
the Bowen-Thompson Student Union or 
Monday night meetings at 7:30 p.m.
“Moving forward, I think that as always, 
USG’s focus is on represent the student 
voice,” he said. 
The report found 
capital investments to 
address an inadequate 
clubhouse, a new 
irrigation system and 
adding outdoor shelter 
facilities and banquet 
facility/food service 
would be substantial.
The study was a 
response to Governor 
John Kasich’s Ohio Task 
Force on Affordability 
and Efficiency in higher 
education and House 
Bill 64. 
Currently the City of 
Bowling Green has three golf courses, and 
there are four more within 10 miles.  
The Varsity golf teams practice at Forrest 
Creason, but compete elsewhere because of 
the course’s length, slope and rating.
The course will operate through 
December 2017, when the Forrest Creason’s 
four full-time employees will join the 
University’s campus operations staff.  
The course opened in 1965 with nine 
holes and expanded to 18 in 1973.
University’s Forrest Creason runs its course
PHOTO BY REBEKAH MARTIN
Faculty and administration want input from staf and community members 
on what should be done with Forrest Creason.
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WE DELIVER.
The Toledo Blade Food Critic
 1  Longtime maker of  
convertibles
 2  Have a tantrum
 3  Solution for contacts
 4  Trunk projection
 5  Actress Heche
 6  Attitude
 7  Santa __
 8  Proactiv target
 9  Great-aunt of Drew
10 Diplomatic code
11 John, in Scotland
12 __ blue
13 Bewitch
18 MIT grad, often
22 Doctor's org.
24 Sarcastic quality
25 Use a threat to get
26 Like Botticelli's Venus
27 Easy pace
28 Place for a plug
30 Rental ad abbr.
31 "Habanera" singer
34 Jeans giant
35 "Wow!" in texts
37 Skid row regular
38 Plasm lead-in
39 Statute opposed by 
the Sons of Liberty
40 Wide size
41 Dairy dept. quantity
44 Mideast initials
47 Mountaintop allure
48 "Airplane!" heroine
49 Xterra maker
50 Covered in ink, with 
"up"
52 Conger catcher
55 Former North Carolina 
senator Elizabeth
56 Cohesive group
57 Cockpit announce-
ments, briefly
58 Solitaire base card
59 Four times a day, in 
an Rx
60 Ocean State sch.
62 WWII arena
63 GQ, e.g., briefly
 1  "Elementary" network
 4  Eponymous obstetrician Fernand
10 "Oh, go on!"
14 __ provençale
15 Part of the plot
16 Gardening tool
17 *Serious swearing
19 Banded gemstone
20 Dorm room item
21 Really trouble, with "at"
23 Help on the way up
24 *Hunt's rival
29 31-Down, for one
31 Former Honda model
32 Honda division
33 Perform for
36 Target of some sprays
37 *Brunch choice
41 Ref. book
42 Come to light
43 Not from a bottle
45 Expected amt. of repairs
46 It may be blessed
51 *Camera attachment
53 Hip bones
54 Modern detective fiction pio-
neer
55 Captain's heading
58 Shade similar to bright tur-
quoise
61 Cocktail garnish, and a hint to 
letters hidden in the answers 
to starred clues
64 Managing ed.'s concern
65 List closing
66 Burns negative
67 Adjust for space, say
68 Webster's shelfmate
69 Come to a conclusion
The Daily Crossword FixThe Daily Cr sword Fix
For Rent
New Reduced Rent
4 Bedroom Houses:
241 Manville 900/mo
3 Bedroom Houses:
227 South College 975/mo
1318 East Wooster 950/mo
www.FroboseRentals.com
419-352-6064
Classified Ads
419-372-2606
The BG News will not knowingly 
accept advertisements that discrim-
inate, or encourage discrimination 
against any individual or group on 
the basis of race, sex, color, creed, 
religion, national origin, sexual orien-
tation, disability, status as a veteran, 
or on the basis of any other legally 
protected status.
The BG News reserves the right to 
decline, discontinue or revise any 
advertisement such as those found 
to be defamatory, lacking in factual 
basis, misleading or false in nature. All 
advertisements are subject to editing 
and approval.
Abdul Samad said this theme allows for 
the showcasing of “multiple experiences.”
“We tried to make it more inclusive,” 
she said. “This year is more focused on 
race and gender.”
The Culture Club and PCSA had been 
planning the event since August in weekly 
meetings, Abdul Samad said.
“This conference is the dream and hard 
work of many people,” she said.
Their hard work paid off as they received 
127 submissions, a significant increase 
from last year, with some participants 
coming from across the country.
President Mary Ellen Mazey praised 
their efforts.
“It’s a very impressive program,” she 
said. “(And) there isn’t anything that can 
be more rewarding or time consuming 
than putting one of these on. I thank you 
for what you’re doing to put BGSU on the 
popular culture map.” 
Browne continued from Page 2
PHOTO BY VIKTORIIA YUSHKOVA
Laurenn McCubbin compares the roles of female heroines to male heroes in her 
“Feminist History and Activism in Comics” discussion.
QUOTE OF THE DAY
“
“
When one door 
of happiness 
closes, another 
opens; but often 
we look so long 
at the closed 
door that we do 
not see the one 
which has been 
opened for us.
Helen Keller
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1. SELECT > student center
2. SELECT > enroll
3. SELECT > add
Go to:  my.bgsu.edu
You can access everything 
that you need via the 
“Student Center” at the 
MyBGSU portal.Call the Registration HOTLINE: 419-372-4444
8 am - 5 pm  |  Monday - Friday
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April 7
Graduate Students 
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Freshmen
Guest Students
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April 7 thru August 27, 2017
